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different, so much is so different that it is easy for a person tozx sort of

think, "oh, well it is just a lot of stories." Well, now when you reaa in the

Bible about a certain thing and then you ctig up from the 'round something

that just fits into it and. the two fit together like when I noticed the new

shoes on my feet that night, it is just what I call a genera]. corroboration.

It shows the background of it to be realistic. It shows that it fits into the

general environment with which t3x what is touched upon in the Bible in that

particular connection. So for instance if you find in rpt somewhere

proof that the Israelites built a city and part of the bricks that they put

there were with straw and part without straw it would

be a specific, exact corroboration of the account in Exoaus 5. But if you have

simlY a city in FrPt from arc: d this general time and you find those

two types of bricks in it and you have no proof the Israelites were there or

that it is the city referred to in Exodus or anything like that, it shows you

that such things aid hanpen in Egypt at about that period. It give: you a general

corooration, a general background of the situation. If youfind. in the ible

frequent refcrences of importance of a certain country and then you find

that that coun ry was wea zx one of the ladin countries at that time. Th .t

is general corroboration. If you found for tktz instance that a letter
&ave

someboay to you a hundred years f om now and they saio. it was written

from a man in America in the yrar 1948 and if in this letter e sala, "Oh, we

must watch out. The peorle are building an army down in Chile and they may

overrun the Tinited. States." If you read that you may say, that may happen

fifty years from now, but at presennoood.y even thinks of it. It doesn't fit

with the background and would be i ediately thrown out and is not fit into the

genera]. situation. That is general corroboration. Of course, special corrobor a

tion we will have to leave until tomorrow.

yesterday we began our introductory section, number 1, introduction, and.

we looked at certain features about history in general and wx about Old
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